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● MAP testing this week 3rd-8th grade (Tuesday through Thursday) These tests will be
conducted on our new Chromebooks!

*No School November 22-28th Thanksgiving break!

Math
We learned about reading mixed numbers &
fractions from a number line, multiplication facts of
a memory group, reading an inch scale to the
nearest fourth, liquid measurements and
conversions. We took some time today to relearn
some recently learned math skills and beef those
up a bit!

Grammar/Writing
We learned about plural  possessive nouns this
week and to differentiate between regular old
plural nouns verses plural possessive ones.

In writing, we finished  our writing assignment, our
personal narratives and shared one of our stories
with the class today. We also continued working on
a “top secret” writing assignment that will carry us
into December. This is an in class only project.

Science
We began our next unit on energy and motion. We
conducted a lab this week testing different round
objects of different masses and timing their
distances traveled and speeds at different ramp
heights.

Social Studies
We learned about the the geography and the early
history of the Northeast region of the United States
this week. We also continued working on  our state
research projects that will be due, Tuesday,
November 30th. 4th graders have a packet with
instructions and cut out tabs to assemble onto a
lapbook (a manilla folder tri folded) and kept here
at school.

Reading
We finished and tested over our novel this
past week, Dear Mr. Henshaw. We talked
about ways that we would have changed the
story and added more to th story line if we
could.
We got our instructions for our oral book
report this week called a book talk. 4th
graders should select a Christmas themed
novel around 100 pages to be reading at
home and during free time at school. The
book talks will be presented Thursday, Dec.
16th.

Spelling
This week, we reached up to Day 53 in
spelling courtroom. We took our Day 50 test
on Monday as well.

Bible Study
This week we read Chapter 13 in The Story
about Solomon and we read through some
Proverbs as well.

Spanish
We took our Unit 7 test and started Unit 8
test about family trees.

Memory Work
The Morning Prayer




